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CEED - Communiqué de presse
Tuesday, April 10th, 2012
SCANDALOUS MODERN GERMANY
Free the american citizen Kimberly Hines and her 4 months old baby immediately !
Please help all of us to stop the German cruaulty and brutality

Dear Mr President Obama,
Dear Mr President Napolitano
On friday the 6th of april 2012, the day before easter, Kimberly Hines, who lives in New York was jailed
by italian authorities together with her 4 months old baby in the prison of Rebibia, Rom, Italy, on request of
the Judge Luigi Varanelli and the prosecutor Luca Gaglio from Milan.
Kimberly is mother of 2 other children, Stefano 8 and Alexandra 4. She is accused of having had contact by
phone over a year ago with D.ssa Marinella Colombo, from Milan. Kimberly Hines, who spends regularly
holidays in Italy (the father of Stefano is an Italian) knows Dr Marinella Colombo over the italian prints and
medias. Both women share a same situation with most non-German parents – mothers AND fathers – ;
Their children have been kidnapped by the German JUGENDAMT, the German judges with the help of
German sollicitors. As Germans do with every non-German parent, whatever his nationality or his gender.
Germany has a hudge problem : its demography. Therefore Germans have organised their family laws and
family justice system (the Jugendamt and the family Court) to retain and germanize any child from any nonGerman parent. They use these children to keep the workforce, the property and the legacy of their foreign
parents within the country. To reach this purpose without drawing the attention of other states, Germans
have placed their family justice under the control of a plenipotentiary local political entity : The
Jugendamt.
It is the German political family judge, an allmighty third party and a state's parent which aim is to
protect the State-child bond, even if the (non-German) parent-child bond should be completly deleted.
Sitting two to one in front of the German judge, a foreign parent has lost his children, before the procedure
has started. From a German point of view a court decision is only fair, when German interests are protected.
Germans cooperate all together to defend the « Kindeswohl », the best interest of the community of
Germans in child issues. Germans understand their « German law above all » (mein deutsches Recht über
alles) as unique and universal. Therefore every mean is right for these unscrupulous German lawyers, judges
and prosecutors to bring their criminal and xenophobian behavior against non-German parents in accordance
to their German law : Lies, false accusations, discredit, threats, criminalization and the premeditated betrayal
of the world's community.
Germans family judges rule systematically one-sided and secretly against the non-German parent. They
create faits accomplis and make their decision « contradictory » later, when the Jugendamt has become third
party of the trial. Germans make systematically use of their one sided criminal law in these cases of civil
matter (§235 StGB) to criminalize the non-German in order to exploit the credulity of foreign police
authorities (Europol, Interpol). According to this German law, the mere fact that a foreigner leave the
country with his minor child, against the will of a German, turn any non-German parent to a « Kriminell »
independendly of any other consideration, facts and decision. This is the German Rechtsnorm, the rule, not
the exception.
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Mrs Hines was betrayed by the ruthless Germans 4 years ago. They stole her american daughter, Alex,
as she was a baby. Accordingly to the Law of the GERMANS naturally. Alex never turned to her brothers to
New York since. Even if her mother was not married with the German father. Without the help of the US
Government that did not really understand the purpose of the German family justice and the function of the
Jugendamt, alone against a state, that has organised his justice system to despoil any foreign parent's child,
Kimberly stand not a single chance.
Same happened to Dr Marinella Colombo. As so many foreign parents in Germany, she wanted to leave the
country, which is so unfriendly for families and foreigners. She got an offer for a well paid job in Milan
(Italy). As she requested from the Court of Munich to rearrange the timetable for the visitations rights of the
German father, the local staff appointed to protect the Kindeswohl (Jugendamt, lawyers, Verfahrenspfleger,
Umgangspfleger, pseudo-expert, police, judges and prosecutors) started to construct arguments and to built
false allegations, with a single purpose : To make her – the foreign parent – the bad parent, a criminal, in
order to prevent her two young boys from leaving the country. This is the single purpose of the politically
controlled family justice of the Germans. Mrs Colombo had the « physical » custody of her children, she
maintained them. Because the German Court refused to make a final decision, she left the country.
Then, in summer 2008, an incredible story started, which lead to the recent unfounded political
arrestation of Mrs Hines, the day before easter 2012. Prosecutor Luca Gaglio is doing the job for the
Germans, on the behalf his German colleague Buckelmayr from Munich. It is time, for the international
community to stop this conspiracy and to take right actions against these people.
The inconsistency in the countless german procedures against Mrs Colombo is astonishing. For reason of
convenience, which means to save the money of the German tax payers and to get from an outside
juridiction the arguments Germans missed in their own jurisdiction to justify the despoilment of Mrs
Colombo's children, Germans delegated the procedures to the Italians to then Procuratore Gaglio and his
boss Mr Pietro Forno. Both have been ignoring consistently since any evidences brought, as following few
examples :
– Mrs Colombo has been registred by the Germans preventively in the Europol System, even before she
left Germany, at a time where the Court of appeal of Munich had not yet ruled her case.
– As Mrs Colombo left Germany, the German family judge transfered within a couple of hours, secretly
and arbitrarily the parental authority to the German father, to accuse her treacherously of child's
kidnapping and allow the German prosecutor Bruecklmayer to issue an arrest warrant, which has to be
enforced by the foreign police forces, that is not allowed to check for what (civil) reason it was issued.
They did same to Mrs Hines. They do same to every non-German who wants to leave Germany with his
minor child.
– No matter if the German parent, as the holder of visitations rights, was not authorized to demand for the
return of the children, the German authority (Bundesamt für Justiz, Bonn) did it for him and betrayed
that way deliberatly its italian counterparts. They did it same with Mrs Hine, who was not married to the
German father and consequently was the sole holder of parental responsability according to the
German law. They do it that way with any non-German, even if they have to lie and to betray.
– Documents sent by the German Jugendamt were blacked out in order to made them unreadable
– The Corte di Cassazione of Rom, the highest Civil Court in Italy gave right to Mrs Colombo as it
confirmed that the removal of the children to Italy was not unlawful. Disrespectfully of any decision
made outside their own jurisdiction, German authorities launched a second demand on return according
to the Haag convention. Without awaiting the judgement from Rom, they instructed the italian police
(under the commandment of Prosecutor Gaglio) to catch the children and sent them back to the country
of the German Kindeswohl. (Mrs Colombo took her children a second time to Italy, after they were
unlawfully picked up at their school by the italian police and sent to Germany)
– Independently of the above mentionned lack of legal grounds, Germans demanded from their italian
counterparts to bring two criminal lawsuits – without any legal grounds – against Mrs Colombo, twice
for child abduction. Twice they demanded her extradition. The italian Court rejected the first demand. A
year later it, debating the second demand the italian Court was upset to note that the disgusting Germans
based their second request, on their first demand for extradition, that had been already judged in Italy.
Even worse Germans issue international arrest warrants without having a national one, without holding a
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trial against the foreigner, in order to keep him from taking the plane and work. They did same against
Mrs Hines. They do same against any non-German parent who dare to claim his fundamental rights and
leave this awful jurisdiction.
– To please the Germans, the italian police disguised as tourists violated the sovereignty of its neighbor
state, Slovenia, penetrated unlawfully in its territory to kidnapp the children of Mrs Colombo on the
behalf of the GERMANS and sent them to Germany
– Although the appeal against the second demand on return made by the Germans which is as much invalid
as the first one, has not been decided yet by the Supreme Court of Rom, Mrs Colombo has been put now
for over a year under severe house arrest, her phone and this of her lawyer are unlawfully wiretaped as
she was a criminal, the computer of her friends and neigbours confiscate, even the wage of her brother, a
bank director, seized …
The list of right violations is endless. What is this ?
Germans lawyers can make false allegations, without any evidencies, they can ignore facts and realities,
they can purposely change things to suit themselves, they can behave like criminals and Mr Gaglio is
wasting thousands or millions of Euros of italian tax payers, wasting the time of hundreds of italian civil
servants to shadow, to criminalize, to arrest innocent parents, just to help his German counterpart, who lie
and betray the world community deutsch-legal ?
Last year they started a smear campain in prints and media against those parents who like Mrs Kimberly
Hines, D.ssa Marinella Colombo and many others, started to inform publicly, worldwide, on the methods
of the terrific xenophobian and nationalistic JUGENDAMT. Germans were bulliying those parents by
police summons. Germans attempt to silence them brutally. They seek for cold bloody revenge against
anyone who tells to the outer world what is a Jugendamt and how they rule effectivly justice behind the
closed doors of their family Courts. Germans use our children for a hateful blackmail, as they do it
regurlarly in court to keep us parents, our children, our money, our pension, our inheritance in their country
under the cover of their legal means.
Mrs Kimberly Hines talked publicly about this matter. This is the most likely reason why italians jailed her,
just to satisfy the wish of some German official liars and furthermore to cover up the judicial debacle and
blattant violations of rights described hereabove. Who will pay for all expenses caused by German lies ?
Mister President !
Please help us ! Please intervene ! Please help us checking German realities and facts !
Please help us sending a international committee of enquiry to Germany, to establish the truth of events,
the truth on the Jugendamt in the case of Mrs Hines, Mrs Colombo and any other non-German parent who
is trapped within this jurisdiction of the German Kideswohl. Every nation is concerned when it has fellow
citizens in this country. These issues are not a question of civil law any more, but of international policy.
No country can recognize and enforce court decision of a state that has put his family justice under the
supervision of a political entity (the Jugendamt), that has no constitution and that has declared child
abduction and child trafficking a moral and honest action as long as it happens according to the law of the
Germans.
Mister President !
Help us to get the 60 pages of the act of accusation translated in english at German expense.
Help us to free the american citizens Kimberly Hines and her 4 months old baby immediately !
Help us to free all children kept hostages by German authorities (Jugendamt) in Germany.
Help us to bring the German truth to light.
Olivier Karrer
CEED Paris
ceedeuropa@gmail.com
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-----------------Kimberly is detained here:
Casa Circondariale Femminile Di Rebibbia
Adress. Via Bartolo Longo, 92
00156 Roma, Italie
Tel: 00 39 06 415941 or 00 39 (0)6 415941
---------------------Her italian lawyers :
Laura Cossar, Via C. Ravizza 16 - Milano
Tel 0039.02.48007811
portable : 0039.347.7158031
lauracossar.lex@gmail.com
Maria Grazia Bosco
Bureau : 0039. 02-37050792
portable 0039-335 5211437
mgrleg@tiscali.it
-----------------------Here are the responsible Germans, who think that the entire world is at their command and have to obey
their nationalistic law and lies. These people have a very strange understanding of justice and seems to
consider foreign parents only as criminals. Who can stop them ?
Staatsanwaltschaft München 1 (Prosecutors Office, Munich 1)
Justizgebäude
Nymphenburger Str 16
80097 Müchen
tel: 00 49 89 5597-06
fax: 00 49 89 5597 5490
poststelle@ag-m.bayern.de
Bruecklmayer Staatsanwaeltin (prosecutor).
Steinbauer Staatsanwaeltin, tel : 0049 89 5597 4790
She is the one who gave the secret act of accusation made against Dr Colombo within a couple of hours
after she left Germany to the lawyer of the German parent, Mrs DOLLINGER, in order to get a ground to
demand for the return of the children to Germany and to skew therefore all following procedures.
Schlosser Staatsanwalt als Gruppenleiter (prosecutor as team leader)
Tacke Oberstaatsanwalt (Chief prosecutor)
---------------------TRIBUNALE ORDINARIO DI MILANO
Via Freguglia n. 1 - 20122 Milano.
Ufficio del Giudice per le Indagini Preliminari : Luigi Varanelli
Fax 0039.02.55010699 – 0039.02.5450148
Procura della Repubblica presso il tribunal di Milano :
Sostituto procuratore : Luca Gaglio; Procuratore : Pietro Forno
---------------------WE NEED URGENTLY THE ACT OF ACCUSATION FOR THE US ADMINISTRATION.
According to my informations this document is only available in Milano by Germans friendly prosecutor
Gaglio or judge Varanelli.
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EMBASSY CONTACT INFORMATION:
US Embassy Rome
+39 06 46 74 24 06
Mailing address:
via Vittorio Veneto 121 - 00187 Roma
website: italy.usembassy.gov
Telephone (switchboard): (+39) 06.46741
Ben Peracchio | Vice Consul - American Citizen Services
Via Vittorio Veneto 121 | Rome, Italy 00187
(+39) 06.4674.2406 | (+39) 06.4674.2244
Consulate General Milan
Mailing address:
via Principe Amedeo, 2/10 - 20121 MILANO
website: milan.usconsulate.gov
Telephone (switchboard): (+39) 02.290351
0229035333
USCitizensMilan@State.gov
-----------------Kimberly Hines, Andorra, summer 2011
Part 1: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mPEbZA75e8s

Part2: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8eYCdMWUpFc&feature=relmfu
CEED - Milano / D.ssa Colombo - Free the american citizen Kimberly Hines and her 4months old baby
immediately !
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